GAZEBO BASE REQUIREMENTS

Acceptable Gazebo Bases

M&M Timber
Gazebos can be
supplied with or
without a floor.
In both cases a
base is required
to the following
specifications:
Paving Slabs

Concrete

1. Location
Identify the area where your Gazebo will be sited and review surroundings for potential obstacles such
as drain covers, overhead cables, poles etc.
2. Level
The base area requires a flat level surface with no slopes that could potentially impact installation. An
un-level base will result in the installation team being unable to commence work and they will have to
abort the build.
3. Base
A solid finish is required for the base area, it must be concrete, tarmac, wooden decking, paving slabs
or other solid secure material. Gazebos cannot be installed on grass, soil, loose gravel or other loose
material surfaces.
4. Base Shape & Size
The base can be the shape of the Gazebo, or as a square, rectangle or circle provided it is large enough
to secure the whole floor area. On ordering your Gazebo from M&M Timber our customer service team
will provide dimensions of the base required.
5. Installation
The M&M Timber installers will require the base area ready prior to arrival for building the Gazebo. If
the base area is not to a satisfactory standard on arrival a charge will apply for the aborted visit and a
new installation date arranged.

Gazebo Range: M&M Timber manufacture and hand build a range of Gazebos to suit every size and style of garden, play
area or office space. All the Gazebos are made from kiln dried, pressure treated round timber, which has an attractive
smooth sanded finish. The Gazebo uprights and crossbeams are made from Radiata Pine, sustainably sourced from well
managed forests. This timber is ideal for Gazebos, as it is very stable in outdoor conditions and is less prone to splitting.
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